BOAT LIFT FOR TRAILER-BOAT
A new unique boat lift for loading and unloading of boats on trailer consists of two foldable lifting units, one on each side
of the boat lifted with a strap so that a boat trailer can be rolled in or out under the boat when launching or when the
boat comes up on land. Boat stands or a trestle beneath the boat's stern are necessary for loading or unloading. The boat
is lifted or lowered when rotating the hand crank on the respective lifting device.
➢ Instead of having a boat trailer occupy a large
place on land you can rent or borrow a trailer
and with help of the Boat lift put the boat on
trestles or boat stands - cheaper and better in
many ways
➢ No rolls and frame in the way - easier to work
with washing, grinding and painting under the
boat
➢ Divide the boat lift with someone - half the
cost of the boat lift and no investment in a
boat trailer

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Quickly set up and no tools needed
Stands steady and can also handle leaning ground
Light and strong of stainless material, aluminum
Easy to handle the boat lift if you work alone
Foldable and compact - takes little space to store
and can be easily transported in the car

Folded Lift unit

Weight complete assembled
Length, with foot/without foot
Lifting height
Max lifting weight/weight boat
Lifting belt
Lifting wire

Packaging: 2 cartons of above type, 1640 x 230 x 325 mm

GL-Tech

23 + 23 kg
1670 / 1590 mm
Approx. up to 450 – 700 mm
1,5 ton / 2,5 ton
Approved for U-lift of 2 ton. 7 x safety.
In accordance with EN 1492
Approved for U-lift 3,5 ton. 5 x safety
In accordance with EN 12385

Approved
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